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the predator's cloak drains energy when fired, and can be recharged by the player at any recharge stations
scattered throughout levels. the predator's plasmacaster, a weapon that can fire energy bolts, can also be

refilled through the use of power cells. the predator's armor can also be damaged, and must be repaired by
either picking up a piece of armor from a downed enemy, or by taking a recharge from a recharge station.

the game features four environments: yautja prime, the weyland-yutani research facility on bg-386, the
abaddon pyramid, and the alien homeworld. levels are randomly generated and are divided into "segments"
that are connected by short "cutscenes" that feature an important character or scene from the films, such
as corporal ripley, the colonial marines, the purge, or the brief introduction of the game. the environments
can be freely explored, and the player may use the predator's cloak to search for xenomorphs, power cells

and health shards. levels are filled with power ups, such as the yautja's vocal mimicry ability to lure out
xenomorphs, the smart disc for defeating an alien and dispatching it, the combistick, which can be used to

shoot up to three grenades at a time, and the proximity mines, which can be placed and exploded to stun or
kill enemies. the game features weapon upgrades that are unlocked by killing a certain number of enemies,
and can be used against both human and alien enemies. the upgrades include the combistick, which uses a
limited supply of grenades to shoot up to three at once, a stronger smart disc that can be used to control

smaller alien drones, the predator's plasmacaster, which can fire energy bolts at enemies, and the
predator's ability to drop mines that blow up enemies, as well as infect them with the xenomorph parasite.
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specimen 6 was too late in his hunt for the matriarch so it went to the
eya young bloods instead of the matriarch. the eyas are called the

pikes since they resemble pike fish. specimen 6 unleashed them on the
colony and killed the matriarch and her elite predator. specimen 6 then

had to become a pike in order to survive the hive and hunt down the
matriarch again. he is infected with a pike and needs to release it. avp
is the third game in the series and it has been developed and published

by the well-known rebellion. the release date of avp is february 14,
2010 and the game has been confirmed to run on microsoft windows
xp/vista/7 and mac os x. the game has a total of eight different maps
that is going to take you through the whole story. the game is set in a

new game zone of the franchise and this time it is located on the planet
of xenomorph prime. the colony of freyas prospect has been

established to study this new alien planet and they have named it after
their leader, freyas. the aliens vs predator franchise has been so
popular that it even got its own tv series. with its dark and bloody

content, the game has been made for adults only. it is rated with the
mature category. the game does not offer a pre-rendered cutscenes,
but it has a huge variety of environment and the actors are well-done
and quite realistic. the game contains several different weapons and

different types of xenomorphs such as queen, hives, and newborns. it is
the first time that the matriarch and the elite predator are featured. the
multiplayer aspect is excellent and it is one of the few games that can

easily support up to 6 players. 5ec8ef588b
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